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⬝ There are 11 gubernatorial races in 2020 — in Delaware, Indiana, 
Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, North Carolina, North Dakota, 
Utah, Vermont, Washington, and West Virginia.

⬝ Currently (pre-election), Republicans control 26 governors’ mansions 
and Democrats control 24. 

⬝ Post-election, a major change from the current overall national 
partisan split is unlikely. Of the 11 seats up for election, 10 are likely to 
stay with the incumbent party (3 of which are currently held by 
Democrats and 7 of which are currently held by Republicans). Only one 
race (Montana, currently held by a Democrat) is considered closely 
competitive (“Tilt Republican”).
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Legislatures
⬝ A significant number of state legislative seats — almost 80 percent — 

are up for election in 2020 (5,877 out of 7,383 total seats).

⬝ At present, the same party controls both chambers of the legislature in 
every state except two: Minnesota and Alaska. Minnesota currently has 
a Democratic Senate and Republican House, and Alaska has a Republican 
Senate with the House controlled by a coalition of Democrats and 
centrist Republicans. 

⬝ Six legislative chambers controlled by a Republican majority have the 
potential to flip to Democratic control as a result of the election. Nine 
legislative chambers controlled by a Republican majority have the 
potential to flip to Democratic control as a result of the election. The 
most likely are the Republican-controlled Minnesota Senate, Iowa 
House, and both the Senate and House in Arizona, all rated as “Tilt 
Democratic” by forecasters. 
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Legislative Supermajorities
⬝ Supermajorities can have a significant impact. When a party holds a 

supermajority in a state legislature, that party has the power to override 
gubernatorial vetoes and approve special measures that require passage 
beyond a simple majority. Supermajorities are particularly important 
when the governor is of the opposite party because the supermajority  
can effectively neutralize the governor’s veto power over the legislative 
branch.

⬝ Currently (pre-election), Republicans hold supermajorities in 30 
chambers and Democrats hold supermajorities in 20. The remaining 49 
chambers have one party with a simple majority that cannot override 
gubernatorial vetoes. 

⬝ The 2020 state elections could see parties lose supermajorities in some 
state legislatures and parties gain supermajorities in others (see the 
map on the next slide for notable examples).
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Trifectas
⬝ A political party holds a “trifecta” in a state when it controls both state 

legislative chambers as well as the governor’s office. 

⬝ Currently (pre-election), Republicans have trifectas in 21 states, while 
Democrats hold 15 state trifectas. The remaining 14 states are under 
split control. 

⬝ Democrats could eliminate Republican  trifectas in two states (Arizona 
and Iowa) and could gain one in Minnesota. If Democrats win control of 
the Iowa House (rated a “Tilt Democratic”) or either chamber in Arizona 
(both rated “Tilt Democratic”), they will eliminate Republican trifectas 
in those states. Democrats also have a good chance of gaining a trifecta 
in Minnesota if they flip the Senate (rated “Tilt Democratic”). 

⬝ Republicans have a chance to add to their trifecta lead in two states — 
by winning the governor’s race in Montana (rated “Tilt Republican”) 
and by taking control of the Alaska House (rated “Tilt Republican”). 
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Ballot Measures
⬝ Thirty-two states have certified a total of 120 statewide ballot 

measures for the November 3 ballot, where voters will be asked to 
decide the fate of new laws or constitutional amendments directly. 

⬝ Key highlights: Mississippi will decide on a new state flag. Voters in 
Arizona, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey, and South Dakota will 
decide whether to legalize marijuana for certain uses. Californians alone 
will see 12 statewide measures on their ballot (in addition to potential 
local measures), including high-profile measures to exclude rideshare 
drivers from a recent law (CA AB 5) that would classify them as 
employees and a measure that would expand the protections of the 
nation’s first major consumer privacy law. 
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At MultiState, we deliver extraordinary solutions so our clients can act with confidence to achieve 
their goals. Our team is here every step of the way providing the tools and expertise you need. Do 
you need to track mission-critical issues? Launch an advocacy campaign? Find the right lobbyist? 
Streamline your compliance process? We’ve got you covered. And that’s just the start.

Our industry veterans and extensive lobbying network give you access to unparalleled government 
relations expertise. Our team of deep policy and process experts provide you with insights and 
analysis you can’t get anywhere else. Our savvy problem solvers will develop and execute an 
advocacy plan to get you across the finish line. If you have a problem, we have a solution.

Explore our solutions by clicking on one of the links below.
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https://www.multistate.us/solutions/find-the-right-lobbyist
https://www.multistate.us/solutions/streamline-the-compliance-process



